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Sewer pipes must be leakproof.

Protection of groundwater against leaky sewer pipes
This requirement is imposed by legislators to protect groundwater 
and soil from leaking sewer lines. Leak-tightness of all private and 
municipal house drain and laterals, through which sewage or com-
bined wastewater flows, must be verified. 

DIN EN 1610 “Construction and Testing of Drains and Sewers” and 
Worksheet DWA-A 139 are the basis for leak tests for new build-
ings. They specify binding standard methods for the test. Thus, in 
DIN EN 1610 the procedure for air pressure and water pressure 
tests, the test period, the test pressure, etc. are prescribed – as is 
the documentation of the test results. 

In addition DIN 1986 Part 30 must be complied with for existing 
sewer lines for a water fill level test. 
It regulates the procedure and documentation of the leak test. How-
ever, in principle, these obligations correspond to the obligations stip-
ulated in DIN EN 1610. 

In addition, the relevant state water laws and the statutes of the 
municipality are relevant. For the leak test a distinction must be made 
between visual testing and pressure testing. In this regard the clas-
sic visual inspection with sewer television cameras is referred to as 
visual testing (described in the brochure “IBAK Sewer and Manhole 
Inspection Systems”). Pressure methods with which sewer lines are 
examined with positive air pressure, for example, are referred to as 
pressure testing.

IBAK sewer leak testing with modular solutions 
The TV inspection remains the indispensable basis for any sewer 

repair decisions that may become necessary. However, because fre-
quently leaks also have causes that are not visible, the leak-tight-
ness of a sewer cannot always be determined with certainty via a 
TV system. 

The IBAK DPS leak detection system is designed for use in circu-
lar pipes DN 100 and up. Depending on the system configuration, 
the performance of positive air pressure tests, negative air pressure 
tests and water tests are possible. With the IBAK DPS components, 
a flexible system which covers the entire application spectrum of 
pressure tests is available: Sections, pipe joints, connecting pieces 
as well as house drains and building sewers can be tested for leaks. 

The IBAK pressure test components can be integrated in the IBAK 
sewer TV systems. A common control system and a cable winch (KW 
505) with a 250 meter combined camera and compressed air cable 
(hybrid cable) ensure a clear device arrangement. All components are 
easy to handle and have short set-up times; they are designed for 
one-man operation and ensure efficient work. 

Regardless of the test method that is decided on: In all cases the 
user gets a test log in accordance with the applied standard.

Connecting piece test or branch test with LISY 3

Advantages at a glance
Checking of sections, pipe joints, connecting pieces, as well as 
house drains and building sewers for leaks
Long service life of the hybrid cable thanks to a cable structure 
that is specially matched to the range of application
Easy handling of all components; designed for one-man operation
Low device weights
Shore hardness: 35 Shore A; thus minimal collar pressures are 
possible with optimal sealing behaviour of the test collars
Low collar pressures - thus pipes are not damaged
Connecting piece test and branch test up to 40 m into the branch
Satellite stopper which can move round bends with axial camera
Modularly designed system component structure
Connection of components for flushing of laterals (from the main-
line sewer) is possible
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Section test

Schematic presentation: Testing a section with air Schematic presentation: Testing a section with water

Section test with air

The section to be examined is sealed in the immediate vicinity of 
the manhole with a pipe seal stopper and a test stopper. Either a 
positive air pressure or negative air pressure is generated in the test 
space via a pressure vacuum pump (depending on the desired test 
method). 
A pressure sensor measures the pressure and relays it to the con-
nected PC. The pressure curve is graphically displayed on the PC 
monitor, the measured data is saved and can be viewed and printed 
out as a test log at any time. If the values for the permissible pressure 
drop are exceeded, the pressure test has failed and the sewer line 
is designated as leaky. This is clearly shown on the test log, which 
is created with the IBAK “IDAS” software , as is all other required 
information. 

n Automatic operation (filling and testing) possible
n Test control via PC
n  Fill capacities of the section to 1 m3 air flow rate/ min. are possi-

ble
n Safety switch-off if there is an emergency stop
n Low-noise operation is possible
n Can be easily supplemented on IBAK-TV vehicle

Section test with water

For section testing with water, the water leak-tightness of the drain-
age object is confirmed. If an air test has not been passed, a water 
test can be executed subsequently. If, in this process, the defined 
threshold values are not exceeded, the linel is considered leak-tight 
- even if the previous test had a negative result. In the same manner 
as for the leak test with air, the section is first sealed; the test space 
is filled with water, e.g. from a rinsing vehicle tank.  
There is a pressure sensor which detects the water pressure in the 
test stopper. Water pressure should be kept constant during the test 
period. 
The water escaping from the test space is topped up via the gravity 
tank and the water meter. In this process, the topped-up quantity of 
water is clearly recorded in the IDAS software and stated in the test 
log. The following applies: If the escaped quantity of water does not 
exceed a defined threshold value within the specified test time, the 
section is considered leak-tight in accordance with DIN EN 1610 and 
DWA-A139.  

1a Bag stopper / bag plug

1b Test stopper / test plug

2 Test space, sealed section

3 Pressure sensor and temperature sensor

4 Delivery element for adjustable compressed air

5 Delivery element for water / water meter

6 Safety filling device

7 Delivery element for compressed air - section

Sensor or control cable

Compressed air hose

“Air” filler hose

The control units 
are in the vehicle

Extension for sensor cable (optional)

Filling is pressureless, e.g. 
via tank vehicle

1a Bag stopper / bag plug

1b Test stopper / test plug

2 Test space, sealed section

3 Delivery element for adjustable compressed air

4 Gravity tank

5 Delivery element for water / water meter

6 Safety filling device

7 Pressure sensor and temperature sensor

8 Delivery element for compressed air-section

9a Float fur ventilation

9b Vent hose

Sensor or control cable

Compressed air hose

“Water” filler hose

Vent hose

“Water” test hose

1a 1a

2 23

3

4 47

7

8
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9b
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Schematic presentation without 
fuses / lining

Pipe joint test

Schematic presentation: Pipe joint test 

Pipe joint test

The test packer mounted on the tractor (e.g. T 76) is introduced into 
the pipe to be examined via steel rope winch and is pushed by the 
tractor from pipe joint to pipe joint.
Correct positioning can be checked via the camera attached in the 
middle of the pipe joint test packer.

A compressed air line is integrated in the camera cable (hybrid 
cable) on the IBAK cable winch (KW 505 DPS). A box (sensor box) is 
connected in between the camera cable and tractor - this box han-
dles the inflation, pressure holding, and air release from sleeves and 
test spaces; it is controlled by the user via the PC:

Pressure sensors in the sensor box measure all pressure values 
and relay them to the connected PC. The pressure curve is graphi-
cally displayed on the PC monitor, the measured data is saved and 
can be viewed and printed out as a test log at any time. An overlay 
of the measured pressure values in the video image is also provided. 

The system for the pipe joint test is designed for one-person oper-
ation; like an IBAK TV inspection system it is set up outside the man-
hole and can be controlled via the control system in the vehicle.

The drainage capability can be maintained during the entire inspection. 
This means: The sewer remains in operation during the inspection. 

n No working in the manhole
n  Test packer made of aluminium; thus particularly low self-weight
n Wide sealing sleeves
n  Tests of several nominal diameters are possible with just one 

test packer (considerable advantage in repaired pipes)
n Test under TV observation through Plexiglas
n Quick venting of the sleeves
n Drainage capability is maintained during the leak test
n Only one cable is necessary

Introduction of the leak test system 
is easily carried out through the mov-
ing joint between pipe joint test pack-
er and tractor.

IBAK T76 tractor with filled pipe 
joint test packer

IBAK T76 tractor with vented pipe 
joint test packer

1 Test packer

2 Camera head with camera base

3 IBAK tractor (T76/T86)

4 Sensor box

5 Cable deflection device

6 Cable winch KW505 DPS

7 Operating system BS 5 (in the operator's section of the vehicle)

1

2

3

7

6

4

5
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Connecting piece and branch lateral test 
with IBAK LISY 3: Satellite bag plug with 
axial camera. This is aligned on a 45° 
mirror in order to easily position the test 
packer in front of the connecting piece 
from the mainline sewer.

Branch tests/connecting piece tests and 
service line tests

Schematic presentation

Connecting piece and branch lateral test from the mainline sewer

With the IBAK LISY inspection system, a special test packer with integrated satellite 
bag plug is pushed into the mainline sewer to the branch. The DPS LISY system makes 
it possible to push the bag plug a distance of 40 metres into the branch with the aid of 
the LISY “Magic Push Rod”. The entire reach of the system is 130 metres. As soon as 
the bag plug is positioned at the desired point, the sealing sleeves in the test packer 
and the bag plug are inflated. The subsequent filling of the sealed test space with com-
pressed air occurs via the hybrid cable of the IBAK cable winch KW 505 - a camera 
cable with integrated compressed air line. As described in the sections concerning the 
section test and pipe joint test, the pressure data is measured and further processed 
in the PC. In addition, the data can also be overlaid in the video screen. The drainage 
capability also remains intact during the leak test, so that decommissioning of the 
sewer is not necessary.

n No working in the manhole
n Connections DN 100 / 150 / 200, connection length up to 40 m
n  Placement of the test plug under observation from up to three different cameras
n  Mainline sewer DN 200 - DN 700
n Patented rotary push rod leadthrough
n Drainage capability is maintained during the leak test
n Only 2 cables are necessary (camera cable and Magic Push Rod)

1 Cable deflection device

2 IBAK tractor (T76/T86),  LISY inspection system

3 Feed-through sealing sleeve

4 Test packer sealing sleeve

5 Inspection camera - ORION

6 Bag plug with integrated inspection camera

7 KW505 DPS cable winch 

8 LISY synchronous cable winch 

1

2 3 4

5

6

7

8
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Schematic presentation

Pressure test case

Level probe

DPS satellite stopper

DV hand pump

DPS stopper with lead-through

Water  
compensation  
tank

MiniLite with DPS exchangeable 
drum (compressed air push rod)

Transportable DPS  
solution for laterals

Flexible solution for air testing and water testing

With the IBAK leak test case, sections, laterals, and manholes can 
be tested. 
Testing is executed optionally with air or water.  Access for the test 
occurs via inspection openings (usually on private property). The 
case can be used independently (operation via a laptop). However, 
in accordance with the modular IBAK principle, the case can also be 
operated together with the PROCON system via the DPS exchangea-
ble drum on the MiniLite or MobiLite. The portable system can there-
fore be used for a wide range of applications. Air testing can be exe-
cuted section by section (preferably in laterals) in combination with a 
special push rod leadthrough stopper. 

The leak test case communicates via a USB interface with the 
IBAK pressure analysis software (IDAS-32) which is installed on the 
laptop or the MobiLite. 

The software currently includes testing in accordance with the fol-
lowing standards: DIN 1610, DIN 1986-30, DIN EN 4033, ATV M 143, 
ATV A-139.

The new superstructure permits a large airflow throughput, which 
means that even large sections can be filled with air in a short time. 
Moreover a safety switch-off feature which prevents a risk of overfill-
ing is integrated.

Together with the level probe and the water compensation tank, 
any part line can be easily tested with water. Any water loss that 
occurs is then measured in millimetres and documented.

Three additional sensor connections are already provided for future 
measurement tasks.

The IBAK leak test case, in a combination of leak detection sys-
tem and camera, allows effective and reliable work. This means that 
visual inspection can occur almost simultaneously with the leak test 
and, for example, documents efficient sealing of the stoppers.
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Field of application
Leak test
Sections and sewer pipe sections (with the Procon system from DN100 – 150)

Scope of delivery
Test case

n	 With interface for the laptop (serial interface, alternatively USB)
n	 Pressure sensor
n	 Safety switch-off
n	 Emergency stop
n	 Analog redundancy pressure gauge in addition to the display on the PC
n	 Connection for 1” hose

Hand pump
n	 Colour-coded interfaces to the Procon lateral test system 
n	 Control of the push rod sealing (green)
n	 Connection for the test space (red)
n	 Connection for a stopper/sleeve (blue) 

Equipment options
Stoppers

n	 	Stopper with push-rod (DPS stopper with lead-through) 
DN100 – 150, DN 150 – 200

n	 Procon stopper DN100 – 125
n	 Procon stopper DN125 – 150
n	 Laptop
n	 	1” hose to the lateral connection on the case for  

faster filling of a large test space
n	 	3 additional sensor connections can be retrofitted 

(e.g. for level probes for simultaneous testing of 3 separators)

Functions
Test pressure and functions

n	 	“Fill test space” - “Hold test space” 
n	 	“Vent test space” are specified and controlled directly  

via the PC (laptop/vehicle control console/MobiLite)

Technical details

Supply
110 – 230 V AC 
(or external rechargeable battery)

Inlet pressure 4 – 10 bar
Test pressure for all tests 0 – 400 mbar
Interfaces Procon system, DPS vehicle, MobiLite, MiniLite

DPS pressure test case

DP stopper with lead-through stopper DPS camera satellite stopper with integrated colour 
axial camera
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IBAK PROCON
Bend capable system 
with bag plug for laterals
Range of application DN 100 – DN 150

IBAK PROCON is a unique bag plug which is used for leak-testing 
of laterals. Thanks to a protective housing that automatically opens 
and closes parallel to the sealing procedure, the rubber stopper only 
comes into contact with the pipeline during the sealing procedure.

The system works together with all pushrod cameras in the IBAK 
MODULAR system. With the aid of the ORION L, PROCON can be 
precisely navigated and positioned even through branched network 
sections. Thanks to its compact design, the smooth surface of the 
protective housing and the grippy IBAK “Magic Push Rod”, this suc-
ceeds easily and conveniently - even through many bends. Optimal 
sealing function of the bag plug is ensured by highly-flexible special 
rubber.

The patented closure mechanism (DE 10 2005 048 145 B3) 
works reliably and with surprising simplicity: in the evacuated (void 
of air) status, the bellows-shaped stopper is pulled together and is 
protected by two closed semi-shells. 

The bag plug is pushed to the desired job site and pumped up via 
a pressure vacuum hand pump. In this process, the natural rubber 
stopper hugs the pipe wall over a large surface area due to longi-
tudinal elongation, and thus ensures a reliable sealing of the pipe 
even at low interior pressure.

After the test is executed  the stopper returns to its compact 
initial shape through evacuation (generation of a vacuum via the 
pressure vacuum hand pump) and can then be either pulled out or 
repositioned. 

Technical system data
Product classification Bend-capable bag plug for laterals

Range of application
DN 100 – DN 125 optionally DN 125 to 
DN 150

System requirements
Pan and rotate camera  
ORION/ORION L

Mode of operation/features
Generation of a vacuum via pressure 
vacuum hand pump
- 0.8 to 3 bar
Special HSP 40 with rotary leadthrough 
for compressed air
Length of the push rod 40 m

Accessories
Bag plug DN 150 for use in DN 125 – DN 150

Pressure vacuum hand pump

 IBAK PROCON with pan and rotate camera ORION L

 With the pressure vacuum hand pump...

 ...IBAK PROCON is pumped up...

 ...until the pipe is sealed.



IBAK Helmut Hunger GmbH & Co. KG 
Wehdenweg 122 · 24148 Kiel · Germany 
Tel. +49 (0) 431 7270-0

IBAK – Made in Germany

All IBAK products have one thing in common: They are "Made 
in Germany". All system components are developed, produced, 
assembled and tested by IBAK. 
Thanks to their high quality standards, IBAK products have set 
the standard for investment security and economic efficiency – 
for more than 60 years.
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